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probability I think suits me best. Even testimony which may be forthcoming later on can be discredited in advance by my own."
He felt a great sense of relief. He felt quite at one with himself, almost delighted with himself. His bed no longer seemed hostile to him. His sleeplessness would persist, but it would be a fruitful sleeplessness, which he would employ in making and perfecting his plans and in which time would not count.
He had, it was true, one disturbing thought. " Other people before me have tried to lead justice astray by cleverly faked testimony. That did not prevent them from being found out, after a period of following false clues, and ending on the scaffold. . . . Particularly in family crimes. Indeed, it has often been their own testimony, once it was recognised to be false, that gave them away.
" But in the first place, so far as I am concerned, whatever happens, there can't be any question of the scaffold. Don't let me think about the scaffold ! Besides, in family crimes, for example, that famous adage whose meaning I verified in Larousse the day before yesterday nearly always applies: Fecit cui prodest. A valuable rule, even for cases of being an accessory. When the son-in-law kills the father-in-law, after disputes between them that everybody knows about,, and the servant, who is the son-in-law's mistress, lends a hand, the mind of the examining magistrate is made up from the very beginning. The investigation serves only to assemble the proofs, and its apparent hesitations only to amuse the audience. The poor fellow's testimony is received with smiles. Apart from that, as a rule it is very badly put together.
** One strong point in my own position is that ray participation in the business is in itself utterly unlikely. Even Leheudry, who reaps the benefit of it, cannot make head or tail of it. Another strong point is that I am cleverer than most people. Why should I not recognise that I am ? The fact that I have not been successful in tny career doesn't mean anything. Besides, you may be quite clever, and still

